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In this paper, we propose a transportation driver management application (DMA)
that resolves existing problems to utilize workers' vital data to take real-time
actions. Internet of Things (IoT) technologies have recently been progressing, but
real-time actions based on workers' analyzed vital data have not yet been
considered su!-ciently. The causes are insu!cient use of analysis methods of
stream/micro batch processing, high network cost, and insu!cient backend system
coordination. To resolve these problems, our DMA collects a driver's vital data in an
electrocardiograph and acceleration from a wearable vital sensor hitoe and
analyzes them on smart phones or the cloud to extract his/her posture and fatigue
level. DMA can take real-time actions such as alerts or assignment of substitute
drivers on the basis of analyzed dangerous driving or fatigue level. We implemented
DMA and conducted a field trial with the Keifuku Bus Company from October to
November 2016 to demonstrate its e"ectiveness.

1．Introduction
In IoT (Internet of Things) is the technology to attach communication functions to
physical things, connect these things to networks, and analyze their data to enable
automatic control of them. IoT application areas range from manufacturing, supply
chain, and maintenance, which Industrie 4.0 [1] and so on [2][3] target, to health
care, agriculture, and energy.
To utilize IoT data, IoT platforms have been created to develop and operate IoT
applications e"ectively. AWS (Amazon Web Services) IoT [4] analyzes IoT data on
the cloud by integrating several Amazon Web Services. For example, Amazon
Kinesis collects and delivers IoT data by the MQTT (MQ Telemetry Transport)
protocol to the cloud, and Amazon Machine Learning analyzes those data by using
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machine learning algorithms. To integrate IoT data and other services, there are
service coordination technologies such as Web Services composition technologies
[5]-[14].
In manufacturing or maintenance, there are applications of appropriate time
maintenance actions on the basis of monitored business machine statuses (e.g.,
KOMTRAX [15]), however, realtime actions based on workers' analyzed vital data
have not yet been considered su!ciently. Of course, there are applications to show
daily statistical information such as calorie consumption using wearable sensor
data such as the amount of movement acquired by a wristband sensor, however,
vital data have not been able to be utilized to take real-time actions.
There are three main reasons for this situation. The first is proper use of analysis
methods of stream processing, micro batch processing and batch processing. The
second is network cost to transfer vital data to the cloud. The third is insu!cient
backend system coordination to take real-time actions.
To overcome these challenges, in this paper, we propose a transportation driver
management application (DMA) that resolves the three problems on the basis of an
open-source Horton Works Data Platform (HDP) [16] architecture to utilize vital
data. DMA collects a driver’s vital data in an electrocardiograph (ECG) and
acceleration from a wearable vital sensor hitoe [17] and analyzes them on smart
phones or the cloud to extract posture, fatigue level. DMA can take real-time
actions such as alerts or assigning substitute drivers on the basis of analyzed
dangerous driving, fatigue level. In Japan in January, 2016, 15 passengers died
when a long-distance bus crashed [18]. Thus, bus companies need to improve
safety by having drivers wearable sensors because fatigued bus drivers may cause
accidents. We implemented DMA and conducted a field trial from October to
November, 2016 to demonstrate its e"ectiveness.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review existing IoT
technologies. In Section 3, we propose and design a vital data utilization
application, DMA, which resolves existing problems. In Section 4, we describe a
field trial of DMA in Fukui prefecture. We summarize the paper in Section 5.

2．Overview of IoT data technologies
This section introduces existing IoT platforms and wearable sensors for IoT vital
data analysis applications.
AWS IoT [4] and Azure IoT services [19] are major IoT platforms. AWS IoT can
integrate each service of Amazon Web Services for IoT processing flow.
NTT DOCOMO and GE released an IoT solution in 2015 that provides GE's
industrial wireless router Orbit with NTT DOCOMO’s communication module [20].
By setting up Orbit, companies can collect operation statuses of facilities.
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Moreover, companies can develop IoT applications on the Toami [21] platform.
IoT data analysis of stream processing such as Storm [22] or Spark Streaming
[23] has become more popular, though batch processing such as MapReduce [24]
has been more common conventionally. Stream processing of IoT data enables realtime situation changes to be grasped. HDP [16] is a data processing platform with
all open-source software mainly using Hadoop [25]. Users can analyze data by
Storm, Spark, MapReduce or so on and can store data to HBase, Hive, or so on.
Wearable terminals have spread as sensors for vital data. These terminals can be
in the form of watches, wristbands, eyeglasses, T-shirts, and so on. Hitoe [17] is a
T-shirt type wearable sen sor that NTT and Toray developed and can collect ECG
data and three-axis acceleration data via a smart phone.
In this way, platforms and sensors for vital data analysis have been progressing.
However, when we consider utilizing vital data and taking real-time actions such as
substitute worker assignment, existing technologies have some problems.
In AWS IoT, to analyze IoT data, users need to upload all data to the cloud and
need the network cost for many sensors. When users analyze collected data,
Amazon Machine Learning, Lambda, or other services on the cloud are used.
However, how to use each service for analyzing huge continuous vital data has not
been considered su!ciently.
Applications developed on Toami mainly visualize collected data by batch
processing. Therefore, applications that take realtime actions such as repair parts
orders on the basis of analysis are not considered.
Though there are technologies for micro batch processing or stream processing
such as Spark and Storm, current typical applications are sequential data analysis
of SNS posts or operation logs. There are few applications for vital data analysis,
and the proper way to extract necessary data has not been discussed sufficiently.
Here, we summarize existing problems. The first is proper use of analysis
methods. To utilize vital data in real-time, not only batch processing but also
stream processing for continuous data and micro batch processing for bulk data of
short period are needed. In other words, various time scales analysis are needed.
However, application of various time scales analysis to monitoring workers' health
has not been considered su!ciently on existing IoT platforms. The second is
network cost. Because vital data are continuously generated, the bandwidth to
transfer them to the cloud is large. We need to reduce network cost for vital data
analysis. The third is insu!cient backend system coordination to take real-time
actions. For example, to assign substitute workers on the basis of analyzed vital
data results, we need to coordinate human resource assignment systems or ERP in
real time.
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3．Proposal of driver management application that resolves
existing problems
In this section, we propose our vital data utilization application, DMA, which
resolves the existing three problems. In 3.1, we explain approaches to resolve these
problems. In 3.2, we describe the system design of DMA to analyze vital data on the
basis of HDP.
3.1 Approaches to resolve existing problems
DMA collects drivers' vital data via hitoe, analyzes them, and stores them on the
cloud. DMA shows all drivers' health statuses on a one screen and checks for
dangerous driving and fatigue level change.
To resolve existing three problems, we propose three ideas for DMA. Note that
each idea does not fully correspond to each problem.
The first is semi real-time analysis of fatigue level by micro batch processing of
vital data using Spark Streaming on the cloud. The second is stream processing of
hitoe data on smart phones to extract primary processed data from raw data and
detect driving posture.
The third is backend system coordination via an in-memory database (DB) for
prompt actions such as substitute driver assignment.
These three ideas provide advantages.
Smart phones only send primary processed data (e.g., heartbeat R-wave R-wave
interval: RRI) from huge continuous data (e.g., ECG) to the cloud. This can reduce
network cost. Smart phones also analyze posture in stream processing and can
send alerts of dangerous postures during driving such as looking away or picking
things up within a few seconds even if a mobile network is disconnected.
The cloud analyzes bulk primary processed data in a short period (e.g., oneminute RRI data) and extracts analyzed data such as fatigue level from primitive
data in su!ciently short time. Because analyzing fatigue requires complex
analyzing logic, the rich computation resources of the cloud are utilized. For high
accuracy analysis, analysis of bulk data with a certain period is needed. Therefore,
we adopt micro batch processing, which repeats storing and analyzing data in a
short period.
Analyzed data are stored in an in-memory DB. Because an in-memory DB can
process faster than a disk DB, it enables a transportation company can take prompt
actions. For example, when the fatigue level of a driver exceeds a certain threshold,
caution information is sent to company operators or a substitute longdistance bus
driver is assigned by coordinating backend systems such as enterprise resource
planning (ERP) or human resource (HR) management functions.
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Here, we summarize solutions of existing problems by DMA. For proper use of
analysis methods, smart phones take stream processing of raw data to detect
posture and the cloud takes micro batch processing of RRI data to extract fatigue
level. For network cost, smart phones send primary processed data to the cloud to
reduce data amount. For insu!cient backend system coordination, real time actions
can be made to coordinate ERP via in-memory DB which does not need long time
batch processing.
3.2 Design of Driver Management Application
Figure 1 shows a system image based on the above ideas. Fig.1 also shows
processing steps of vital sensor data analysis using HDP where sensor stream data
are analyzed by Spark Stream ing and analyzed data are stored to HBase [26].
Though HDP provides various modules of open-source software such as batch
processing, we only use modules for target micro batch processing for analyzed
data from primitive vital data. HDP can be built on cloud resources by cloud
middleware such as OpenStack using an agile method. (e.g. cloud services using
OpenStack [27][28], cloud resources evaluations [29], and development method
evaluations on cloud [30][31])

Fig.1 Data processing steps of DMA based on HDP
platform

Each driver wears a hitoe T-shirt that sends the driver's vital data to a smart
phone. A smart phone analyzes hitoe data by stream processing to extract primary
processed data of RRI from the ECG and posture from acceleration and sends them
to the cloud via REST style. This analysis can be done by hitoe SDK [32] and
posture estimation technology. Because the ECG has huge raw data, primary
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processed data such as RRI are sent to the cloud. If smart phones detect
dangerous postures such as looking away or picking things up during driving, smart
phones may notify drivers by alerts. Because posture estimations are used for
emergency alerts, they need to be analyzed within a few seconds. We confirmed
that smart phones could analyze posture data su!ciently quickly even if a network
is disconnected.
Vital data are sent to the cloud, and collected data are delivered by a messaging
system, Apache Kafka, by a publish/subscribe method. A Spark Streaming
Dispatcher subscribes collected data to Kafka. The Dispatcher stores acquired data
to HBase and publishes cleansed data to Kafka. Spark Streaming Analysis Job
subscribes cleansed data to Kafka. The Analysis Job analyzes cleansed datasets
that have a defined window size in micro batch processing and extracts fatigue
level. Figure 2 shows a comparison of stream processing and micro batch
processing. Spark Streaming adopts micro batch processing and it analyzes short
period data such as several seconds to several minutes. Window sizes of micro
batch are configurable for each extracted data type. Fatigue level is calculated
using RRI fluctuation change with a one-minute window size. Bus operators want to
check drivers' fatigue levels regularly, so they desire to see continuous fatigue data
within 10 seconds from the request click. Especially, to continuously show data
without one-minute intervals, we process multiple windows with small time-shifted
datasets in parallel. Lastly, analyzed data are stored to HBase.

Fig.2 Image of micro batch processing of Spark
Streaming

Here, we explain the fatigue estimation method. It is said that when central
nervous systems such as brains become tired, fluctuations of RRI become smaller.
Therefore, NTT previously proposed to estimate fatigue from heartrate on the basis
of training data of RRI fluctuations change and the central nervous system's fatigue
change [33][34]. We applied this method for drivers' fatigue estimation of DMA. For
training data, we collected dozens sample data of drivers who drove on a course.
Drivers' heartrate data were continuously collected by heartrate sensors. Drivers
also measured flicker values with a flicker measuring machine every several tens of
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minutes while driving. The flicker value is an index of a central nervous system's
fatigue. Because this method estimates fatigue on the basis of learning, estimation
accuracy depends on number of training data and is not 100%.
Analyzed data such as fatigue level are reflected from HBase to in-memory DB
via REST API. Using these data, transportation companies can monitor visualization
data of drivers' statuses and take actions on the basis of situation changes. Figure
3 shows a screen image of DMA. When we add sensor data other than those for
hitoe, we can use cloud configuration technologies using OpenStack Heat and
Ironic [35] and automatic VM regression test technologies [36] for configuration
change. If we need computation power to extract analyzed data, we can use a
graphics processing unit (GPU) to compute by heterogeneous cloud deployment
technologies such as [37][38][39] using CUDA[40], OpenCL[41] or OpenACC [42]
with PGI compiler [43].

Fig.3 Application screen image of implemented DMA

As an example business action, a substitute driver is assigned in real time using a
HR management system when a driver's reaches a dangerous fatigue level for
driving. Here, we explain backend system coordination (There are some examples of
backend system coordination, factory maintenances, for vehicle maintenance and
for security). From data in an in-memory DB, predictions of drivers' health statuses
and substitute driver necessity are judged on the basis of time change of fatigue.
To predict future fatigue, statistical calculation software can be used. On the basis
of these predictions, if a substitute driver is needed, order data for driver
assignment is inserted to the in-memory DB. A HR management system such as
Success Factors assigns a substitute driver in accordance with inserted orders.
Service coordination using Web services [44][45] can be used to coordinate outer
systems.

4．Field trial of Driver Management Application
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In this section, we give an outline and the results of a DMA field trial with the
Keifuku Bus Company in Fukui Prefecture, Japan. We implemented DMA using
Spark Streaming and HBase. In addition, we used a smart phone (Sony Xperia Z5)
to send hitoe data to the cloud. There are two types of hitoe: medical use hitoe and
general use hitoe. Because we used general use hitoe in this field trial for bus
driver management, we regarded that this trial was not a medical research.
Therefore, we followed results of company-internal privacy assessment such as to
keep personal information protection policy with Keifuku Bus Company, and not
medical ethical guidelines.
4.1 Outline of field trial
We conducted the field trial from October to November, 2016. About 15 bus
drivers participated the trial and wore hitoe. DMA acquired vital data during bus
driving and analyzed the data on the cloud. There were three types of buses (longdistance, community, and regular route buses), and drivers of all types participated
in the trial.
The trial objectives were to verify the real time analysis feasibility, validity of
analysis of fatigue estimation, network cost reduction, stability of vital data
acquisition by hitoe, daily operation load, and availability of DMA.
Bus companies want to visualize statuses of community bus drivers to check for
overwork risk and to see whether long distance bus drivers recover from fatigue by
taking a break or changing to a substitute driver. Therefore, in addition to technical
verification, we also analyzed the visualization of each bus driver status such as
fatigue level and nerve level which is calculated by Cardiac vagal index (CVI) from
heartrate data for the bus company.
Here, we explain the daily operation. Every morning, a driver wore a washed hitoe
and linked it to a smart phone. The smart phone acquired the driver's vital data of
several minutes resting and sent it to the cloud. These data are base data to
estimate fatigue level. When a driver drove a bus, he/she wore hitoe and held the
smart phone. Vital data during driving were sent to the cloud and analyzed to
estimate fatigue level by micro batch processing. Analyzed data were shown via a
Web graphical user interface (GUI) to Keifuku Bus operation sta". The bus
operation sta" could check each bus location and bus driver status such as fatigue
level.
Bus drivers answered questionnaires before and after driving. The questionnaire
included 10 items about fatigue that could be scored from 1 to 5. The items were "I
feel sleepy", "I feel frustrated", "My legs feel heavy", "I do not feel motivated", and
so on.
In addition to questionnaires, we interviewed drivers about their statuses at
certain times at which hitoe analyzed data showed high heartrate (e.g., more than
120 beats per minute) or other cautious cases to confirm drivers' feeling and hitoe
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analysis results are not so di"ered.
In this field trial, we did not conduct actual backend system coordination actions
because each action is customer dependent.
Figure 4 images show screen shots of DMA field trial. Fig.4(a) shows a driver
putting on hitoe in the morning. Fig.4 (b) shows the GUI of the smart phone as
watched by a driver. Fig.4 (c) shows the GUI of a PC as seen by operators. Fig.4(d)
shows a Keifuku bus driven by a hitoe wearing driver.

Fig.4 Screen shots of field trial. (a) Driver wearing hitoe
(b) DMA GUI of smart phone. (c) DMA GUI of PC during
field trial. (d) Driver wearing hitoe driving a bus.

4.2 Evaluation through field trial
In this subsection, we review verification items through the two-month field trial.
Hitoe vital data are private information of drivers, so we cannot show hitoe data or
analyzed data such as fatigue level in the paper. However, our DMA acquired
drivers' hitoe data and analyzed them continuously through the field trial.
Regarding real time analysis feasibility, data could be shown within 10 seconds from
the requests, so operation sta" members were not frustrated at all. The window
size to calculate fatigue is one minute, Spark Streaming can process each window
concurrently like pipeline processing. Therefore, operation sta" can see the fatigue
level change continuously.
When we collected training data, we asked test drivers to check flicker values
every several tens of minutes to collect correct data. However, in the field trial, bus
drivers were driving buses, so we could not ask them to check flicker values.
Therefore, we did not improve fatigue estimation precision in pre-verification,
however, we confirmed that analyzed fatigue and drivers' feelings did not di"er
much by comparing fatigue level analyzed from hitoe data and drivers answers of
questionnaires and interviews.
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Regarding network cost, we could greatly reduce vital data transfer. Because
hitoe outputs ECG value every 5 msec, 12,000 data are generated for each driver
every minute. When ECG data are sent to the cloud, 1.6 MB is sent per minute. On
the other hand, when compressed primary processed data are sent such as RRI by
smart phones, only 7 kB is sent per minute. In this way, our proposal of stream
processing on a smart phone and micro batch processing on the cloud can reduce
network cost and the size of data stored in the cloud. In the field trial, although
about 10 drivers drove buses concurrently, we could handle their data without
problem.
Regarding stability of vital data acquisition by hitoe, some drivers had skin so dry
that vital data could not be acquired. We resolved this by wetting hitoe. Wearing
hitoe did not cause drivers any particular trouble, although several minutes of rest
status monitoring increased their work time slightly. Regarding DMA availability, the
service did not stop.
Through this trial, we confirmed that processing data of (semi) real-time various
time scales to analyze continuous fatigue level data by micro batch processing on
the cloud within 10 seconds and posture by stream processing on smart phones
within a few seconds. We also confirmed to reduce network cost by sending
compressed data that had been primarily processed on smart phones and business
operation feasibility of a bus company's daily operation.
Then, we review discussion items with Keifuku Bus Company. In the trial, it is
likely said that drivers' nerve levels are high when buses are late from the
timetables. Therefore, it may be better that bus companies change strict timetables
of buses. From fatigue analysis of long distance bus drivers, it is also said that nap
is good for fatigue level recovery. In a long distance bus, there are two drivers to
change driving periodically. Before the trial, Keifuku Bus Company wondered that a
long distance bus driver takes rest su!ciently or not. Through the trial, it is
analyzed that long distance bus drivers recovered their fatigue level after nap from
hitoe data. However, we should be careful when hitoe data detects that fatigue
level is not recovered su!ciently after rest time.
4.3 Consideration points for production services
In this field trial, main purpose is confirming real time processing for amount of
vital data to monitor drivers statuses and take next actions promptly. Therefore, we
run Spark on baremetal servers to reduce risks of server performance problems.
However, for production services, we need to consider cost for bus companies. To
reduce operation and initial cost, Virtual Machines are used for Spark running, and
hitoe wears are rented for bus drivers. Although a set of hitoe wear and transmitter
is more than 10,000 yen, a hitoe wear can be washed by washing machines more
than several hundred times. Thus, we can rent hitoe wear certain months for
drivers, and drivers can wash hitoe wears by themselves.
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Of course, we cannot say hitoe monitoring prevent fatal accidents perfectly. This
trial only helps to visualize drivers' health statuses of fatigue. For production
services, appropriate actions based on monitoring results are needed by
coordinating backend systems. For example, fatigue level is higher than a threshold
value, alert mails or calls are sent and a substitute driver is assigned. To assign
human resources, ERP or human resource management functions are used. There is
also an action that bus companies change bus timetables of routes on which
drivers' nerve levels are higher than normal values.
Existing IoT platforms such as AWS IoT or Azure IoT Services also support realtime processing such as stream data processing, however, proper use of
stream/micro-batch processing, network cost reduction, and backend system
coordinations for vital data has not been discussed su!ciently. Our DMA mainly
targets and resolves these problems as mentioned.

5．Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a transportation driver management application (DMA)
that resolves existing problems on the basis of Horton Works Data Platform (HDP)
architecture to utilize vital data for real-time actions.
DMA has three characteristics. The first is semi real-time analysis of fatigue by
micro batch processing of vital data using Spark Streaming on the cloud. The
second is stream processing of raw vital data on smart phones. This can reduce
network cost to filter huge electrocardiograph (ECG) data and can report
dangerous driving posture immediately. The third is backend system coordination
via an in-memory database (DB) that enables various actions such as assigning
substitute drivers. DMA can manage driver health information in real-time with low
cost and can take real-time actions such as alerts and substitute driver assignment.
We implemented DMA using Spark Streaming and HBase and conducted a field
trial with the Keifuku Bus Company from October to November, 2016. Through the
field trial, we demonstrated the feasibility of real-time monitoring of hitoe data
analysis.
In near future, we plan to improve DMA on the basis of results of the field trial
and to study quantitative business merits such as accident reduction or cost
reduction. We also plan to propose DMA to other industries because common
functions of micro batch processing in HDP and backend system coordination via
an in-memory DB can be used for not only driver management but also other
applications.
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